The minimum dominating set problem has wide applications in network science and related fields. It consists of assembling a node set of global minimum size such that any node of the network is either in this set or is adjacent to at least one node of this set. Although this is a difficult optimization problem in general, we show it can be exactly solved by a generalized leaf-removal process if the network contains no core. If the network has an extensive core, we estimate the size of minimum dominating sets by a mean-field theory and implement a belief-propagation algorithm to obtain nearly optimal solutions. Our algorithms also perform well on real-world network instances.
The minimum dominating set (MDS) problem [1] has fundamental importance in network science. For example, to ensure the proper functioning of a complex networked system such as a nation-wide power grid, it is often necessary to monitor the system's microscopic dynamics in real-time by placing sensors on the nodes. A sensor may have the capability of observing the instantaneous states of the residing node and all its adjacent nodes in the network [2], so they may not need to occupy all the nodes. We then have the MDS problem: How to place sensors on as few nodes as possible to minimize costs but still ensure that each node is either occupied or adjacent to at least one occupied node? A more stringent constraint, which is adopted in lattice glass models [3] , is to require an empty node i to be surrounded by at least l i occupied nodes, with l i being node-dependent. The MDS problem corresponds to the case of l i ≡ 1, while the other limiting case of l i = d i is just the vertex cover (or independent set) problem [4, 5] , where d i is the degree (i.e., number of adjacent nodes) of node i.
The MDS problem has many wide practical applications, such as monitoring large-scale power grids and other transportation systems [2] , controlling the spreading of infectious diseases and other network dynamical processes [6] [7] [8] [9] , efficient routing in wireless networks [10] , and network public goods games [11] . However, exactly solving it is extremely difficult in general, since it is a nondeterministic polynomial-complete (NP-complete) optimization problem [1] . Even the task of approximately solving the MDS problem is very hard. For a general network of N nodes, so far the best polynomial algorithms can only guarantee to get dominating sets with sizes not exceeding ln N times of the minimum size [12, 13] . Many local-search algorithms have been proposed to solve the MDS problem heuristically (see review [1] and [2, 6, 9, 14] ), but theoretical results on the MDS sizes of random network ensembles are very sparse.
In this work we bring several new theoretical contributions. We show that a generalized leaf-removal (GLR) process may cause a core percolation transition, and we propose a quantitative theory to describe this percolation. If the network contains no core, GLR reaches an exact MDS; if an extensive core exists, we combine GLR with a local greedy process to get an upper bound to the MDS size. We then introduce a spin glass model and estimate the MDS size by a replica-symmetric (RS) mean field theory, and implement a massage-passing algorithm to get near-optimal dominating sets for single network instances. Our algorithms also perform well on a set of real-world large network instances.
Core percolation. Consider a simple network W of N nodes and M links, each link connecting between two different nodes. Each node i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N } is either empty (indicated by the occupation state c i = 0) or occupied by sensors (c i = 1). A node i is regarded as observed if it is occupied or it is empty but adjacent to one or more occupied nodes. We need to occupy a set Γ of nodes to make all the N nodes be observed, and the objective is to make the dominating set Γ as small as possible. Here we extend the leaf-removal idea of [15] and consider a generalized leaf-removal process. This dynamics is based on the following considerations: first, as pointed out in [15] , if node i is an unobserved leaf node (which has only a single neighbor, say j), then occupying j but leaving i empty must be an optimal strategy; second, we notice that if i is empty but observed and at most one of its adjacent nodes is unobserved, then it must be an optimal strategy not to occupy i.
Starting from the original network W with all the links present and all the nodes unobserved, GLR at each evolution step t = 0, 1, 2, . . . performs the following operations sequentially: (1) Occupy all the isolated nodes; then as long as there is an unobserved leaf node in the network, occupy its unique adjacent node. (2) Simplify the network: first delete all the links between two observed nodes; then as long as there is an observed node with only a single link, delete this node and the attached link; and then delete all the isolated observed nodes. (3) If there is at least one isolated or leaf unobserved node in the simplified network, increase the evolution step t by one and repeat operations (1) and (2).
If all the nodes of the original network W become observed after GLR, it is easy to prove that the set Γ of occupied nodes must be a MDS [16] . On the other hand, if the final simplified network is non-empty, then there must be some nodes that are still unobserved. The subnetwork induced by these unobserved nodes is referred to as the core of the original network W . This core is connected only to observed empty nodes but not to occupied nodes. We denote by n core the fraction of nodes in this core and by w the fraction of occupied nodes. The cross symbols of Fig. 1 show the GLR simulation results on single Erdös-Rényi (ER) random networks [17] with N = 10 6 nodes and M = (c/2)N links. When the mean node degree c < 2.41 there is no core (n core = 0), and GLR reaches a MDS for the whole network. The core emerges at c ≈ 2.41 and its relative size n core then increases with c continuously from zero, suggesting a continuous core percolation. For c > 2.41, GLR constructs a MDS only for part of the network and it leaves an extensive core of n core N nodes unobserved. Qualitatively the same core percolation phenomenon occurs on more heterogeneous (scale-free) [18] random networks. Notice the core percolation transition resulting from the GLR optimization process is qualitatively different from the simpler observability transition discussed in [2] , which considers the appearance of a giant connected component of observed nodes.
We now develop a percolation theory to describe the GLR dynamics on random networks characterized by a degree distribution P (d), which gives the fraction of nodes with degree d ≥ 0 [17] . This theory has four sets of parameters α t , β t , γ t , and η t (t = 0, 1, . . .). Consider a randomly chosen link (i, j) between nodes i and j. When there is no degree correlation in the network, the probability Q(d) of node j to have d attached links is Q(d) = dP (d)/c, with c ≡ d≥0 dP (d) being the mean degree. Let us suppose node i is externally fixed to c i = 0. Conditional on this, then α t is defined as the probability of the adjacent node j becoming an unobserved leaf node at the start of the t-th GLR step, β t is the probability of j being newly occupied at this t-th step, γ t is that of j being empty but observed at the end of the t-th step, and η t is that of j being an empty and observed leaf node at the end of the t-th step.
The probability of a randomly chosen node k to be in the final unobserved core is simply n core . Since a random network is locally tree-like, we can assume independence among the adjacent nodes of k when it is not yet observed. Following the derivation of [19] , we obtain that
If node k does not belong to the core, we denote by I t the probability of it transiting to be occupied at the t-th GLR step. Then the fraction of occupied nodes during the whole GLR process is computed by
After some combinatorial considerations similar to those of [19] , we obtain the following iterative equations for α t , β t , γ t , and η t :
The expression for the occupation fraction I t can also be derived, but the resulting iterative equation is more complicated:
When N → ∞ the degree distribution of ER networks is
For this network ensemble, the predicted results of n core and w by our percolation theory are in perfect agreement with simulation results (Fig. 1) . Especially the theory predicts a continuous core percolation transition at c = 2.4102. Before this transition, the occupation fraction w obtained by Eq. (2) is equal to the ensemble-averaged MDS size (relative to N ), but it is only a lower bound to this size when n core > 0. This percolation theory works also excellently for scale-free [18] random networks.
If GLR leaves a core behind, we can combine it with a local impact-based greedy process [1, 6, 14] to construct a sub-optimal dominating set. The impact of an unoccupied node i is defined as the number of nodes that will be observed by occupying i. Our hybrid local algorithm works by repeating the following operation: if there is an unobserved leaf node, perform GLR; otherwise occupy a randomly chosen node of maximal impact [16] . The performance of this hybrid algorithm is demonstrated in Minimum occupation fraction. We now discuss the issue of estimating the MDS size. For a given network instance W , we introduce a partition function Z as
where c ≡ (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c N ) denotes one of the 2 N possible occupation configurations, x > 0 is a re-weighting parameter, and ∂i denotes node i's set of adjacent nodes. The constraint of each node i leads to a multiplication
, which equals to 0 if i and all its adjacent nodes are empty and equals to 1 if otherwise. The partition function therefore only takes into account all the dominating sets, and at x → ∞ it is contributed exclusively by the MDS configurations.
We can solve the spin glass model (8) by a replicasymmetric mean-field theory, which can be understood from the angle of Bethe-Peierls approximation [20] or derived alternatively through partition function expansion [21, 22] . The marginal probability q c i of node i's occupation state being c ∈ {0, 1} is expressed as
where the Kronecker symbol δ is defined as the joint probability that node i is in occupation state c i and its adjacent node j is in occupation state c j when the constraint of node i is not considered. This probability can be evaluated through the following beliefpropagation equation:
where ∂j\i denotes the subset obtained by deleting node i from set ∂j.
The total free energy F is related to the partition function by F ≡ −(1/x) ln Z. According to the RS mean-field theory, its expression is
where f i and f (i,j) are the free energy contributions of a node i and a link (i, j) between nodes i and j:
From Eqs. (11) and (9) we can compute the free energy density f ≡ F/N and the mean occupation fraction w = (1/N ) i∈W q +1 i . The entropy density of the system is then evaluated as s = (w − f )x.
For ER and RR networks, we determine the ensembleaveraged minimum occupation fraction w by choosing the largest re-weighting value x under the constraint of nonnegative entropy density [16] . We then construct dominating sets for single network instances through a beliefpropagation-guided decimation (BPD) process [20, 23] , namely we repeatedly fix a tiny fraction r ≤ 0.01 of the unoccupied nodes i with the largest estimated occupation probability q +1 i and then update the occupation probabilities for all the remaining unoccupied nodes by beliefpropagation iterations [16] . The results of this BPD algorithm (with fixed x = 10) and the predicted minimum occupation fractions are shown in Fig. 2 and compared with the results obtained by the pure greedy and the hybrid local algorithms. When the network contains an extensive core, the sizes of the dominating sets obtained by the two local algorithms are extensively larger than the MDS size. On the other hand, the sizes of the dominating sets obtained by BPD are very close to the predicted MDS size by the RS theory, indicating that BPD is able to construct near-optimal dominating sets for random networks.
Real-world networks are often very heterogenous, with a small fraction of highly connected nodes [18] . For such networks we find that the local hybrid algorithm and the BPD algorithm have comparable performance, and they both outperform the pure greedy algorithm [16] .
Discussion. We have proposed two algorithms, a percolation theory, and a mean-field spin-glass theory for the network dominating set problem. These results may be very useful in many real-world applications. Our research will be followed by more thorough theoretical investigations. An easy extension of the percolation theory is to consider GLR with a subset of initially occupied nodes. By optimizing this initial subset, we may reach an improved lower bound to the MDS size. Core percolation on degree-correlated random networks [24] and in the more general lattice glass problem [3] are also interesting issues. When the random network has an extensive core, we notice the belief-propagation equation (10) fails to converge at large values of the re-weighting parameter x, indicating a spin glass phase transition. A systematic study of the spin glass phase will be carried out using the first-step replica-symmetry-breaking mean-field theory [25] [26] [27] , which may offer an improved estimate on the ensemble-averaged MDS size. The possible deep connections between core percolation and the complexity of the random MDS problem will also be addressed by adapting the long-range frustration theory [28] . The methods of this work can also be readily extended to the MDS problem of directed networks. 
Supplementary Information
Generalized leaf-removal (GLR)
Given an input network W , let us denote a minimum dominating set (MDS) of this network as Γ 0 (there must be at least one such set). For the convenience of description, let us denote by W t the simplified network at the start of the t-th evolution step of GLR. W 0 at the initial evolution step t = 0 is identical to the original network W , and all the nodes of W 0 are unobserved. We now prove that, if GLR makes the whole input network W be observed, then the set of nodes occupied during this process must be a MDS. The essential idea is to demonstrate that during GLR, we can modify Γ 0 in such a way that its size does not change but all the nodes i that are fixed to be occupied (c i = 1) by GLR are in Γ 0 while all the nodes j that are fixed to be unoccupied (c j = 0)by GLR are not in Γ 0 .
Starting from evolution step t = 0, let us perform GLR and modify Γ 0 in the following sequential order:
(0) As long as there is an isolated node i in network W t , we fix its occupation state to c i = 1 and delete it from W t . All such fixed nodes i must also belong to Γ 0 , so at the moment there is no need to modify Γ 0 .
(1) As long as there is a leaf node i in network W t which is not yet observed, we fix the occupation state of its unique neighbor j to c j = 1 and fix that of i to c i = 0 so that j and all its adjacent nodes (including i) are now observed, see left panel of Fig. 3 . We then delete node j and all its connected links from W t . If node j belongs to Γ 0 then node i must not belong to it, because otherwise Γ 0 could not have been a MDS. On the other hand, if node j does not belong to Γ 0 then node i must belong to it, and in this later case we modify Γ 0 by adding j to it and deleting i from it.
(2) Then as long as there is a node i which is itself observed and which has only a single unobserved neighbor j, we delete the link (i, j) from network W t , see right panel of Fig. 3 . We do not modify Γ 0 if node i does not belong to it. If node i does belong to Γ 0 , then node j must not belong to it, and in this later case we add j to Γ 0 and delete i from it. (3) Then as long as there is an observed node i which is not connected to any unobserved node, we fix its occupation state to c i = 0 and delete it and all its attached links from W t . Such a node i must not belong to Γ 0 , for otherwise Γ 0 could not have been a MDS. Therefore we do not modify Γ 0 .
(4) If the resulting network W t contains at least one isolated node or a leaf node, then we increase the evolution step from t to (t + 1) and set the network W t+1 as identical to W t . It is easy to verify that all the nodes of W t+1 are not occupied, and we regard a node i of W t+1 to be observed if it is observed in network W t , otherwise i is regarded as unobserved. We then repeat the above-mentioned operations (1)-(3) sequentially.
If all the nodes of the original network W are observed at the end of the GLR process, then the set Γ of occupied nodes by this process must be identical to the final Γ 0 , which is a MDS modified from the original MDS.
It is also easy to verify that, if the GLR process finishes with a core of unobserved nodes, the set of occupied nodes by it must be a MDS for the subnetwork of W induced by all the nodes outside the core.
Solution of the percolation theory
Our percolation theory can be applied both to single finite random network instances and to random network ensembles at the thermodynamic limit N → ∞. This theory has four sets of parameters α t , β t , γ t and η t , with the subscript t being the evolution step of GLR (t = 0, 1, 2, . . .). Given a degree probability distribution profile P (d) as input, we first obtain another degree probability distribution profile Q(d) through Q(d) ≡ dP (d)/c (c being the mean node degree), and then compute these four sets of parameters iteratively, starting from t = 0. For each t, we first compute α t from Eq. (3), then use α t as input to compute β t from Eq. (4), then use α t and β t as inputs to compute γ t from Eq. (5), and finally use α t , β t and γ t as inputs to compute η t from Eq. (6). After the four sets of parameters α t , β t , γ t , and η t are numerically determined in this way, we then evaluate the relative size n core of the unobserved core and the fraction w of occupied nodes using Eqs. (1) and (2).
The initial condition of this numerical iteration is α 0 = Q(1). For a finite random network of N nodes, the iteration stops if the evolution step t increases to a threshold value t * such that α t * < 1/N . This is because if N α t < 1, the number of newly generated unobserved leaf nodes has a high probability to be zero and then GLR will be unable to continue. For the case of N → ∞, the numerical iteration process can be carried out to sufficiently large evolution steps t until α t → 0.
Local algorithms
We consider two local algorithms, the pure greedy algorithm and the hybrid algorithm. The pure greedy algorithm is based on the heuristic idea of occupying an empty node that has the maximal impact value in the network. The impact of an unoccupied node i equals to the number of nodes that will be observed by occupying i. For example, if node i has 3 unobserved neighbors, its impact is 4 if i is itself unobserved and is 3 if i is observed (i.e., it is adjacent to one or more occupied nodes). Starting from an input network W with all the nodes unobserved, this greedy algorithm selects uniformly at random a node i from the subset of nodes with the highest impact and fix its occupation state to c i = 1. All the adjacent nodes of i are then observed. If there are still unobserved nodes in the network, the impact value for each of the unobserved nodes is updated and the greedy occupying process is repeated.
The hybrid local algorithm combines this impact-based greedy process with the GLR process. Given an input network W with all the nodes unobserved, we first carry out the GLR process to simplify the network as far as possible. If some nodes are left unobserved after this GLR process (i.e., there is a core in the original network W ), we first fix a randomly chosen highest-impact node i to the occupation state c i = 1, which makes i and all its adjacent nodes be observed, and then perform the GLR process to further simplify the network as far as possible. We keep repeating such a combined fixationplus-GLR process until there is no unobserved node left in the network.
Belief-propagation (BP) iterations
According to Eq. (10) each probability distribution q (cj ,ci) j→i has the property that q j→i , which satisfy in addition the normalization condition
We initialize q (cj ,ci) j→i and q (ci,cj ) i→j for each link (i, j) of the network between two nodes i and j, for example setting q
(1,0) j→i = 1/4. We then perform BP iteration a number T of times at a given value of the re-weighting parameter x, until a fixed-point solution of Eq. (10) is reached or T exceeds a pre-specified number (e.g., 1000). In each BP iteration step we treat all the nodes of the network in a random order. When node j is examined, the output messages q (cj ,ci) j→i to all its adjacent nodes i ∈ ∂j are updated according to Eq. (10). The difference ∆ j→i (t) between an updated message q j→i (t) at the t-th BP step and the old message q j→i (t − 1) at the (t − 1)-th BP step is defined as
If the maximal value among the set of 2M difference values {∆ j→i (t)} is less than certain pre-specified threshold value (e.g., 10 −3 or even smaller), then BP iteration is regarded as being converged. At a fixed point of Eq. (10), we then compute the free energy density f , the mean occupation fraction w, and the entropy density s through the RS mean field theory. As an example, we show in Fig. 4 the results obtained on a single Erdös-Rényi (ER) random network with N = 10 6 nodes and mean degree c = 10.
For ER networks with mean degree c > 2.41 and regular random (RR) networks with integer degree c ≥ 3, we find that when the re-weighting parameter x is larger than certain threshold value, BP iteration is unable to converge to a fixed point. Such a non-convergence phenomenon indicates that, when the random network system has an extensive core, it will be in a spin glass phase at sufficiently large values of x. Our systematical theoretical results on this spin glass phase will be reported in another publication.
Ensemble-averaged properties
A random network ensemble is characterized by a degree distribution P (d). We perform population dynamics simulations using Eqs. (10), (9) and (11) to obtain ensemble-averaged results. First, we create a long array A of N (e.g., 10
5 ) elements to store a set of messages, each of which represents a probability distribution q (cj ,ci) j→i in the form of a three-dimensional vector satisfying Eq. (14): (q
(1,0) j→i ). We then repeatedly update elements of this array by the following procedure:
(1) generate a random integer d ≥ 1 according to the degree probability distribution Q(d)
j→i ; (3) replace a randomly chosen element of array A with this new message. The message array A is expected to reach a steady state after it is updated a sufficient number of times (e.g., after each element of this array is updated 10, 000 times on average).
We then keep updating the message array A and at the same time compute the thermodynamic quantities f , w, and s. For example, the free energy density f is obtained by
where f i means the average of the free energy node contribution f i over all the nodes, and f (i,j) means the average of the free energy link contribution f (i,j) over all the links. We generate many samples of f i and f (i,j) to compute their averages f i and f (i,j) . The procedure of obtaining a sample of f i is the same as the procedure of obtaining a sample of the message q For ER random networks with mean degree c = 10, we compare in Fig. 4 the results obtained by this replicasymmetric (RS) population dynamics with the results obtained by BP iteration on single network instances. The ensemble-averaged results are indeed in perfect agreement with the BP iteration results (provided the BP iteration is able to converge).
The entropy density s as a function of the mean occupation fraction w can be obtained from these RS population dynamics results (see for example Fig. 4D ). In some random network systems, the entropy density s become negative if w decreases below certain threshold value w 0 , indicating that there is no dominating sets with relative size below w 0 . We therefore take the value w 0 as the ensemble-averaged MDS relative size. For the ER networks of c = 10, we obtain from Fig. 4 that w 0 ≈ 0.120 (the corresponding value of x is x ≈ 8.637). In some other random network systems (e.g., ER random networks with c < 2.41, before the core percolation transition), the entropy density s approaches a non-negative limiting value as w approaches a limiting value w 0 from above. For these later cases, we simply take w 0 as the ensemble-averaged MDS relative size.
Belief-propagation-guided decimation (BPD)
For a given network W , the RS mean field theory gives an estimate for the occupation probability q +1 i of each node i, see Eq. (9). Such information is exploited in the BPD algorithm to reduce the size of a dominating set. At each round of the BPD process, unoccupied nodes with the highest estimated occupation probabilities are added to the dominating set, and the occupation probabilities for the remaining unoccupied nodes are then updated.
If a node j is unobserved (it is empty and has no adjacent occupied node), the output message q (cj ,ci) j→i on the link (j, i) between nodes j and i is updated according to Eq. (10) . On the other hand, if node j is empty but observed (it has at least one adjacent occupied node), this node then presents no restriction to the occupation states of all its unoccupied adjacent nodes. For such a node j, the output message q (cj ,ci) j→i on the link (j, i) is then updated according to the following equation:
Similar to Eq. (17), the marginal probability distribution q ci i for an observed empty node i is evaluated according to
It is easy to verify from Eq. (17) that q 
(1,1) j→i = 1/4. Because of this property, we need only to consider the links between two unobserved nodes and the links between an unobserved node and an observed node. All the other links (which are between two observed nodes) do not need to be considered in the BP iteration equations (10) and (17) .
We implement the BPD algorithm as follows:
(0) Input the network W , set all the nodes to be empty and set all the probability distributions q (cj ,ci) j→i to be the uniform distribution. Set the re-weighting parameter x to a sufficiently large value (e.g., x = 10). Then perform the BP iteration a number T 0 of rounds (e.g., T 0 = 200). After these T 0 iterations, we then compute the occupation probability q +1 i of each node i using Eq. (9).
(1) We then occupy a small fraction r (e.g., r = 0.01) of the unoccopied nodes that having the highest estimated occupation probabilities.
(2) We then simplify network W by first deleting all the links between observed nodes, and then deleting all the isolated and observed nodes.
(3) If the resulting network W still contains unobserved nodes, we perform BP iteration for a number of T 1 rounds (e.g., T 1 = 10). The output message of an node i is updated either according to Eq. (9) or according to Eq. (18), depending on whether i is unobserved or observed. We then repeat operations (1) and (2) in sequential order until all the nodes are observed.
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nodes being highly connected, we find that such a GLR simplifying step reduces the BPD running time considerably and also slightly reduces the size of the constructed dominating set.
Real-world network instances
As an initial test of the algorithms introduced in this work, we apply the GLR process, the pure impact-based greedy algorithm, the hybrid algorithm, and the BPD algorithm to a set of twelve real-world networks. The numerical results are summarized in Table I. Among these network instances, five are infraction networks: European express road network (EuroRoad [29] ), road network of Texas (RoadTX [30] ), power grid of western US states (PoweGrid [31] ), two Internet networks at the autonomous systems level (Internet-1 [32] , Internet-2 [32] ); three are information networks: Google webpage network (webGoogle [30] ), European email network (Email [33] ), research citation network (Citation [32] ); three are social contact networks: collaboration network of condensed-matter authors (CoAuthor [33] ), peer-to-peer interaction network (PeerToPeer [34] ), online friendship network (Friendship [35] ); and one is the biological network of protein-protein interactions (PPI [36] ).
We notice from Table I that the GLR process is able to simplify the original network considerably. After GLR, the remaining number of unobserved nodes is often much smaller than the total number N of nodes in the original network. The BPD algorithm performs slightly better than the hybrid local algorithm: In ten out of the twelve examined networks instances, the size of the dominating sets constructed by BPD is equal to or slightly smaller than that of the dominating set constructed by the hybrid algorithm. Both BPD and the hybrid algorithm outperform the pure greedy algorithm in all the twelve network instances.
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